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What is Object-Oriented 
Programming?

Object-Oriented Concepts
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A Different Approach to Programming
• Traditional programming is procedural: 

– It treats procedures as the major structuring entity in programs
– data plays a distinctly secondary role.  
– The paradigm for procedural  programming is:

• Decide which procedures you want; use the best algorithms you can 
find.
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A Different Approach to Programming
• By progressively using the principles of software engineering, we 

modify this approach to use other paradigms [Stroustrup]:
– Data hiding:

• Decide which modules you want; partition the program so that data 
is hidden in modules.

– Data Abstraction:
• Decide which types you want; provide a full set of operations for 

each type.
– Object-Oriented Programming:

• Decide which classes you want; provide a full set of operations for 
each class; make commonality explicit by using inheritance.
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A Different Approach to Programming
• Object-oriented programming places the emphasis on the objects and 

their behavior.

– Meyer puts it this way:
• “Ask not first what the system does; Ask WHAT it does it to!”
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The Basic Concepts
• Encapsulation

– applies the principles of abstraction and information hiding
– types combine behavior and state
– provides a good modular decomposition technique

• Inheritance
– provides a means of expressing differences (and similarities) among types
– promotes reusability and extensibility

• Polymorphism
– the ability to take several forms
– early binding vs late/dynamic binding
– promotes extensibility
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An Optional Concept
• Automated Garbage Collection

– Many pure O-O enthusiasts believe it to be indispensable. 
– Others feel that it is not strictly necessary.
– Can be a performance issue.
– Smalltalk, Trellis and EIFFEL all have it.
– C++ doesn't, but... 

• C++ provides the user a lot of control over when and how objects and their 
memory are allocated and deallocated; 

• a C++ user can implement automated garbage collection through C++ classes.
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Encapsulation
• Procedural Abstraction:

– We do this all the time in procedural programming:
FileId = OpenFile(Filename, ReadOnly)
   ...
Initialize_Thingum;
   ...
Sort(IntegerArray, AscendingOrder);

– Emphasizes the action to be performed -- the What.
– De-emphasizes the algorithm used -- the How.
– Encapsulates the details behind a procedure call.
– If the algorithm changes, the call doesn't have to.
– Encourages module independence (minimizes coupling).
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Encapsulation
• Data Abstraction

– Take an example from Pascal:
type
Point = record
  X,Y : Integer;  {Location of point}
  Visible : Boolean; {Its visibility}
end;

– Type Point is an abstraction, commonly known as an Abstract Data Type -- but 
perhaps more accurately described as a user-defined data type.

– A better implementation might be:
type
Location = record
  X,Y : Integer;  { x,y coordinates }
end;
Point = record
  Position: Location; 
                  {Location of point}
  Visible : Boolean; {Its visibility}
end;
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Encapsulation
• Data Abstraction:

– Emphasizes the purpose of the item of data -- the What.
– De-emphasizes the contents of the item -- the How.
– Encapsulates the details behind a type (assuming the details are not made 

visible some other way).
– If the contents change, the reference to the type doesn't have to.
– Encourages module independence (minimizes coupling).
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Terminology
• A type is also known as:

– an object type
– a class

• A Variable is also known, in object-oriented terminology, as:
– an object (of a type)
– an instance (of a type)
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Terminology
• For example, in the following:

type 
Location = record
  X,Y : Integer;   { x,y coordinates }
end;
Point = record
  Position: Location; { Location of point }
  Visible : Boolean;  { Its visibility   }
end; 
var
Center, Vertex : Point;
     

Point and Location are types, while Center and Vertex are variables of 
type Point.
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Terminology
• From here on, we will standardize on:

– Class
– Instance

• A class is a common description of a set of instances of that class
• A class is a classification mechanism
• An instance is more general than a variable; 

– a variable tends to be used only within a particular programming 
language.

– a variable tends also to be limited to variables which are given names in 
the language.
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Encapsulation
• A class can (and usually does) embody both state (data) and behavior

(procedures).  For example, in Turbo Pascal:
type  
Location = object  { note the 'object'! }
  X,Y : Integer;   { x,y coordinates }
  procedure Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
  procedure Move(Xdelta, Ydelta : Integer);
end;  
procedure Location.Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
begin
  X := NewX;   { Set X coordinate }
  Y := NewY;   { Set Y coordinate }
end; 
procedure Location.Move(Xdelta, Ydelta : Integer);
begin
  X := X + Xdelta;
  Y := Y + Ydelta;
end;
var
  Center : Location;
   
Center.Place(37, 19);
       ...
Center.Move(5, -10);
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Encapsulation
• Such class procedures are called methods, but also have many other 

names:
– Smalltalk and Java call them instance methods
– C++ calls them member functions
– Eiffel calls them routines
– Trellis calls them operations

• The data items in a class also have various names:
– Smalltalk calls them instance variables
– Java calls them instance fields or instance variables
– C++ calls them data members
– Eiffel calls them attributes
– Trellis calls them components
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Encapsulation
• Some languages (such as Smalltalk, Eiffel and Trellis) disallow direct 

access to the data items in a class instance.
– They instead require you to access their values via access methods.  
– These languages mandate the encapsulation of data within a class.

• Other languages (like C++ and Turbo Pascal) allow direct access to the 
data items within a class instance.
– They also allow the use of access methods.
– In this case, it is up to the programmer to enforce the discipline of 

encapsulation.
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Encapsulation

type
Turnip = object
      ...
   procedure Plant(...);

{ Plant a Turnip }
end;

Tree = object
      ...
   procedure Plant(...);

{ Plant a Tree }
end;
  
Spy = object
      ...
   procedure Plant(...);

{ Plant a Spy }
end;

var
  MyRutabaga : Turnip;
  MyWillow   : Tree;
  MataHari   : Spy;

 
 ...

MyRutabaga.Plant(...);
MyWillow.Plant(...);
MataHari.Plant(...);

• Methods allow for the overloading of names:
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Encapsulation
• Method Scope:

– Notice that in:
procedure Location.Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
begin
  X := NewX;
  Y := NewY;
end;
       ...
Center.Place(10, 20);

there is no need to qualify the X and Y with the class instance to be used, 
because an implicit reference to the class instance is passed to the 
method.

–  It is as if we had done:
Center.Place(Center, 10, 20);

But this is redundant, since we already know the class instance we are 
using -- Center.
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Encapsulation
• 'Self'

– Within the method, identifies the object instance the method is operating on
– Typically, an implicit parameter is passed
– It can be referred to using an automatically declared identifier, or keyword:

procedure Location.Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
begin
  self.X := NewX;
  self.Y := NewY;
end;
       ...
Center.Place(10, 20);

In this case, the self is unnecessary, but there are times when it is needed.  For 
example, you might wish to pass this class instance as a parameter to a 
procedure call or method invocation.
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Encapsulation
• 'self' goes by many names:

– Smalltalk calls it self
– C++ and Java call it this
– Eiffel calls it current
– Trellis calls it me
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Encapsulation
• The Visible Interface of a Class:

– A class has a visible interface, sometimes called a specification.
– An interface consists of both visible data and visible methods, but usually it is 

strongly encouraged to hide the data behind access methods. Some languages allow 
only methods in the interface to a class.

– Each method has a name, zero or more parameters, each with a particular type or 
class, and (perhaps) a return type or class. This is the method's signature.

– The producer or implementer of a class sees the interface, data structures, 
algorithms, etc.

– The consumer or client of a class should see only the interface.
– A producer can also be a client for classes used in the implementation.
– Some languages are strict about what clients of a class are allowed to see;  others 

leave more discretion to the programmer.
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Encapsulation
• The Message Metaphor:

– Some languages, notably Smalltalk, use a different metaphor, and 
therefore different terminology:

• one 'sends a message to an object'
• the object 'knows what to do' in response to the 'message'

– The behavior of the object -- the set of all messages to which the 
instances of its class respond -- is called the protocol of the class
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Encapsulation
• For example, consider the Smalltalk:

Scribe goto: loc

– It means 'send the goto message to the Scribe object, with the 
argument loc'.   

– It is equivalent, in more conventional languages, to:
Scribe.goto(loc);

– The object Scribe is expected to respond to the 'message' goto by 
moving to the location specified by loc.

– This encourages 'anthropomorphizing' objects, almost imbuing them with 
personality. Sometimes O-O languages are called actor languages with 
objects being viewed like actors on a stage.
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Inheritance
• Humans are always classifying things      

– Classification is a way of extracting out the common attributes of several like 
objects, and leaving only the differences.

– Enables us to deal with new things in terms of what is already familiar to us; 
reduces the volume of information; helps simplify.

– Taxonomies are everywhere.  For example:

Animal

Fish Mammal

Cod Haddock Aardvark Koala
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Inheritance
• Inheritance is an abstraction mechanism which allows classes to be 

related hierarchically.
– allows classes to share definitions
– makes commonality of code explicit

Shape

Circle Triangle Square
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Inheritance
• A class can contain another class:

type
Location = object
 X,Y : Integer;
 procedure Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
end;

Point = object
  Position: Location;
  Visible : Boolean;
end;

or it can inherit from another class:
type
Location = object
 X,Y : Integer;      
 procedure Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
end;

Point = object(Location)
   { Class Point Inherits from class Location }
  Visible : Boolean;
end;
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Inheritance
• Whether to use inheritance or containment (also called 

aggregation) depends on what you’re trying to do.
• Assuming that you are trying to decide whether a class B should inherit from a class 

A, or contain a class A, you should ask yourself:
• "Is B a kind of A?"

– If so, then use inheritance.
• "Does B have an A?"

– If so, then use containment.
• Sometimes the answer is obvious:

– “Is a Car a kind of Vehicle?”
– “Does a Car have an Engine?”

• and sometimes it’s not:
– “Is a Point a kind of Location?”
– “Does a Point have a Location?”
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Terminology
• The class which is inherited from is called the:

– superclass (Smalltalk and Java)
– base class (C++)
– parent class or ancestor class

• The class which inherits is called the:
– subclass (Smalltalk and Java)
– derived class (C++)
– child class or descendant class

• Note that the terms subclass and superclass can be confusing!
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Terminology
• Structural inheritance -- subclass inherits class data.
• Behavioral inheritance -- subclass inherits class methods.

• Some languages (such as C++ and Turbo Pascal) allow direct access to the inherited 
data, and some (such as Smalltalk and Trellis) do not.

• The subclass can (and typically will) add additional data fields and additional 
methods to those it inherits from a superclass.

• The subclass can also replace (refine) methods that exist in a superclass.
• The subclass shouldn’t try to delete any methods in the superclass, else there’s likely 

something wrong with the design.
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Inheritance
• A class can be an extension of a class it inherits from.
• A class can be a specialized version of a class it inherits from.
• A class can be a combination of several other classes it inherits 

from.

• When a subclass inherits from a superclass, the superclass is not 
changed in any way.

• In fact, the superclass should have no idea that it has, or may have 
in the future, subclasses.
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Inheritance
• If class S is a subclass of class C, then:

– instances of class S may be used wherever instances of class C may be used ('S is a C')
– class S can share various characteristics of class C   

• Subtyping and inheritance are closely related, but not the same.  Some 
languages (e.g. Ada) provide for subtypes without using inheritance.

• However, most O-O languages use inheritance to implement subtyping.
• Different languages provide various levels of control over inheritance.
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Inheritance
• Class hierarchies (also known as class libraries):

– provide additional structure for large programs
– make complex classes easier to understand by relating them to other 

classes
– encourage code sharing (but not code stealing!)
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Inheritance
• When a class inherits from another class:

program inherit;

type
 Location = object
  X,Y : Integer;
  procedure Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
 end;

 Point = object(Location)
  Visible : Boolean;
 end;

procedure Location.Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
begin
 X := NewX;
 Y := NewY;
end;

var
 MyPoint : Point;

begin
 MyPoint.Place(10,30); { Calls the inherited procedure }
end.
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Inheritance
• When a class contains another class:

program contain;

type
 Location = object
  X,Y : Integer;
  procedure Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
 end;
 
Point = object
  Position: Location;
  Visible : Boolean;
  procedure Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
  { Must supply own procedure }
 end;

procedure Location.Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
begin
 X := NewX;
 Y := NewY;
end;

procedure Point.Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
begin
 Position.Place(NewX, NewY); { Call Location.Place }
end;

var
 MyPoint : Point;

begin
 MyPoint.Place(10,30);
end. 34

Inheritance
• Sometimes, you design inheritance hierarchies top-down.
• However, you don't always get things right the first time, and you may 

find yourself factoring out attributes common to several different  
existing classes.           

– So, you design part of the class hierarchy bottom-up, or middle-out.
– For example:

Bank Account

Savings 
Account

Checking 
Account

Deposit
Withdraw
etc...

Withdraw (re-implemented)
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Inheritance
• Consider Bank Account : In this case, because you need more specifics 

about the kind of account, you never want to have any instances of 
(instantiate) this kind of class.

• Such a class is called:
– an abstract class, or abstract base class
– a partial class
– a deferred class

• The purpose of such a class is to factor out common behavior, 
interfaces, implementations.

• It should have descendants, not instances.
• Without inheritance, it is useless.
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Inheritance
• Another example of Inheritance:

Bird

Predatory
Bird

Aquatic
Bird

Eagle Penguin Pelican

Covering: feathers
Reproduction: lays eggs
Foot type: grasping
Diet: insects, fruit
Locomotion: flies

Foot type: talon
Diet: meat

Foot type: webbed
Diet: fish
Locomotion: flies, swims

Locomotion: swims Bill type: pouch
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Inheritance
• Other examples:

Person

Employee Student

SalesPerson

SalesManager

Vehicle

Car Truck

Chevrolet GM

Window

BorderedWindow EditableWindow

DialogBox
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Multiple Inheritance
• Multiple inheritance allows a subclass to inherit from more than one 

superclass
– increases flexibility (but often at a considerable price!)
– allows you to relate things to the real world   
– turns the inheritance hierarchy tree into an inheritance directed acyclic 

graph (DAG):

Vehicle

LandVehicle SeaVehicle AirVehicle

Amphibious
Vehicle

Sea/Air
Vehicle

Tank Hovercraft Seaplane Airplane
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Polymorphism
• Means 'Many Forms'
• Four Properties:

– Procedure (or Function) Name Overloading
– Operator Overloading
– Virtual Methods and Late (Dynamic) Binding
– Generics (Templates)
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Polymorphism
• Function Name Overloading

– Consider taking the square root of a number in Pascal:
function ISqrt(N : Real): Real; { Square root of Real }
      ...
function RSqrt(N : Integer): Real; { Square root of Integer }
      ...

– Names have to be distinct, even though the action is the same;  the only difference 
(in this case) is the parameter type.

– Leads to 
• artificial names, such as ISQRT and RSQRT.
• name pollution.
• Programs become harder to follow.

– Function name overloading is the ability to use the same name for different 
procedures (which do the same thing, but differ in what types the action is applied 
to).

– Does not rely on inheritance (e.g. Ada)
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Polymorphism
• Operator Overloading

– Many languages support this (for built-in types) without using a fancy 
name to describe it:

– Adding two integers together:
Total := I1 + I2;

– is different from adding two reals together:
Total := R1 + R2;

– and different yet again from adding a real and an integer:
Total := R1 + I2;

– and yet still more different from adding two complex numbers:
Total := C1 + C2;

– Yet, the same operator (+) is used in all of these cases.
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Polymorphism
• Operator Overloading

– Some O-O languages (such as C++ and Trellis) allow you to define 
operations for user-defined types:
Dobbin   : Horse;
LongEars : Donkey;
Stubborn : Mule;
       ...
Stubborn := Dobbin + LongEars;

Of course, the operation should have a reasonable meaning!
– Languages such as Ada can support overloaded operators, but may restrict 

the operators supported.  
• For example, Ada 86 does not allow assignment (:=) to be overloaded, 

because it doesn't consider assignment to be an operator
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Polymorphism
• Virtual Methods and Late (Dynamic) Binding

– Imagine you are writing a graphics program:
program DrawShapes;

type
  ShapeKind = (CircleKind, TriangleKind, SquareKind);
  
  Shape = object
    Kind     : ShapeKind;
    Visible  : Boolean;
        { other attributes... }
    procedure Draw;
        { other procedures... }
  end;

procedure Shape.Draw;
begin
  case Ord(Kind) of
    Ord(CircleKind)   :
         Writeln('Drawing Circle');
    Ord(TriangleKind) :
         Writeln('Drawing Triangle');
    Ord(SquareKind)   :
         Writeln('Drawing Square');
    else
         Writeln('Don''t know what to draw');
  end;
end;
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Polymorphism
• Virtual Methods and Late (Dynamic) Binding (cont.)

var
  MyCircle   : Shape;
  MyTriangle : Shape;
  MySquare   : Shape;

begin
  MyCircle.Kind   := CircleKind;
  MyTriangle.Kind := TriangleKind;
  MySquare.Kind   := SquareKind;
            ...
  MyCircle.Draw;
  MyTriangle.Draw;
  MySquare.Draw;
end.
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Polymorphism
• There are problems with this approach:

– Shape.Draw must know all the kinds of shape there are, and how to draw every 
one. (Violates modularity and information hiding.)

– Adding a new shape requires that every operation on a shape must be examined and 
(possibly) modified.  It can be hard to find all the CASE and/or IF statements 
scattered around the program and its modules.  (Violates modularity and 
continuity.) 

– You (and your clients) cannot add a shape to the system unless you have complete 
access to the source code for every operation.  

– Adding a new shape therefore :
• can require great skill
• is extremely error prone.
• tends to introduce bugs into the working code
• cannot be done after the fact

– How you represent a shape is severely restricted by the fixed framework of the 
single, generalized Shape type.
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Polymorphism
• The Basic Problem with the approach:

– No distinction is made between:
• the general properties of any shape (i.e., those common to all shapes)
• the properties of a specific shape
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Polymorphism
• For example:

– The draw operation is something that any shape can do, but the implementation of 
the Draw method is specific to a particular kind of shape.

– The move operation is a general property of shapes, and can be implemented in a 
general fashion in a Move method:
procedure Shape.Move(DeltaX, DeltaY : Integer)
begin
  Visible := False;
  Draw; { Erase }
  Place(X + DeltaX, Y + DeltaY);
  Visible := True;
  Draw; { Redraw }
end;

as long as we can ensure that the right Draw method is invoked for the object.
– (Note that the Move method, a general property, is implemented using calls to the 

shape-specific Draw method.)
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Polymorphism
• Late (Dynamic) Binding vs Early (Static) Binding

– Normally, when you call a function in a conventional language, the 
function is determined 'bound' at compile time:  

• early binding or 
• static binding.

– Since the correct Draw method to invoke in the Shape.Move method 
isn't known until run time, the binding must be later than compile time: 

• late binding or 
• dynamic binding.
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Polymorphism
• An Example of Late (Dynamic) Binding

program DrawShapes;

type
  Location = object
    X, Y : Integer;
    procedure Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
  end;

  ShapePtr = ^Shape; { Pointer to Shape }
  Shape = object(Location)
    Visible  : Boolean;
        { other attributes... }
    procedure Draw; virtual;
    procedure Move(DeltaX, DeltaY : Integer);
    constructor Init; { Turbo Pascal requires this for virtual support }
        { other procedures... }
  end;

  Circle = object(Shape)
    procedure Draw; virtual;
  end;

  Triangle = object(Shape)
    procedure Draw; virtual;
  end;

  Square = object(Shape)
    procedure Draw; virtual;
  end;
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Polymorphism
procedure Location.Place(NewX, NewY : Integer);
begin
  X := NewX;
  Y := NewY;
end;

procedure Shape.Draw;
begin
  Writeln('Should never reach Shape.Draw');
  Halt;
end;

procedure Shape.Move(DeltaX, DeltaY : Integer);
begin
  Visible := False;
  Draw;
  Place(X + DeltaX, Y + DeltaY);
  Visible := True;
  Draw;
end;

constructor Shape.Init;
begin
  X := 0;
  Y := 0;
end;
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Polymorphism
procedure Circle.Draw;
begin
  Writeln('Drawing Circle');
end;

procedure Triangle.Draw;
begin
  Writeln('Drawing Triangle');
end;

procedure Square.Draw;
begin
  Writeln('Drawing Square');
end;

var
  MyShape    : ShapePtr;
  MyCircle   : Circle;
  MyTriangle : Triangle;
  MySquare   : Square;

begin
  MyCircle.Init;
  MyTriangle.Init;
  MySquare.Init;
  MyShape := @MyCircle; { address of MyCircle }
  MyShape^.Draw;
  MyShape^.Move(1,1);
  MyShape := @MyTriangle; { address of MyTriangle }
  MyShape^.Draw;
  MyShape^.Move(2,2);
  MyShape := @MySquare;   { address of MySquare }
  MyShape^.Draw;
  MyShape^.Move(3,3);
end.
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Polymorphism
• Virtual Methods and Late (Dynamic) Binding

– Benefits:
• Maximum flexibility.
• Program now much easier to extend. (extensibility, continuity, 

modularity)
• Drawing knowledge is where it ought to be.  (information hiding, 

modularity)
• You don't need to look at any other Draw method other  than the one 

for the specific shape you are adding.
• New shapes can be added without access to all the sources.
• Clients can add their own new shapes.
• etc., etc., etc.
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Polymorphism
• Virtual Methods and Late (Dynamic) Binding

– Disadvantages:
• requires the method to be determined at run-time, which incurs a 

performance penalty -- typically, a table lookup.  (But then, so does 
the CASE statement in the earlier example!)

• In those languages (such as C++) where late binding isn't the only 
game in town, it's a little trickier to set up; there are more 
requirements.
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Polymorphism
• Virtual Functions and Late (Dynamic) Binding

– Some languages (like Smalltalk) support late binding only.
– Others (like C++ and Turbo Pascal) allow the programmer to choose early 

binding or late binding.  C++ and Turbo Pascal require you to use the 
virtual keyword to specify that late binding is performed for a given 
method.

– This has been a hot area of contention:
• pure O-O zealots tend towards making everything late bound
• others say that the programmer needs the ability to choose, for performance 

reasons.
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Polymorphism
• Generics (Templates)

– Genericity is the ability to define a parameterized module or class.
– Such a module or class has a common concept/implementation.
– A generic module or class is not directly usable; it is a template, 

which, when supplied with parameters (usually types, or classes) 
becomes an instance of that generic module.
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Polymorphism
• A prototypical example of a generic (or parameterized class): 

– The Stack, where generalized operations can be defined:
• Push
• Pop
• ReadTop 
• IsEmpty
• IsFull, etc. 

– What gets pushed, popped, etc., depends on a parameter, which specifies a 
type or class.

• Stack of Integer
• Stack of Real
• Stack of Foople

– The operations’ algorithms are the same;  only the type/class parameter(s) 
differ.
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Polymorphism
• Another example:

– A container class, which can contain a homogeneous set of items.  If the 
container class is generic enough, then the type of the items it contains can 
be parameterized:

• Container of Integers
• Container of Reals, etc.

• Ada supports generic packages.
• EIFFEL supports parameterized classes.
• C++ supports template functions and template classes (although this 

has been an area where some C++ compilers lag the standard).
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Automated Garbage Collection
• Many programs have a need to perform dynamic allocation and 

deallocation of memory.
– A very widespread and troublesome problem is that of making sure that 

the memory is properly freed up, when appropriate.  Many programs 
spring 'memory leaks' -- C is notorious for this.

• One solution is to have the language clean up after you, automatically, 
using Garbage Collection.
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Automated Garbage Collection
• Garbage Collection is a technique of deallocating memory for you 

automatically, rather than requiring you to do it explicitly
– Some O-O languages (for example, Smalltalk, Trellis, EIFFEL) provide dynamic 

garbage collection (LISP has always had it).
– Others, like C++, do not .  However, C++ does provide a lot of help for 

housekeeping chores, and includes sufficient support that a sophisticated 
programmer can implement garbage collection using C++ classes.

• Garbage collection is often seen as:
– A performance problem (especially for real time applications).
– Intrusive (user-detectable pauses while cleanup takes place).
– But the latest techniques of Garbage Collection are supposed to be pretty good.


